What can
Workshare
do for you?

Workshare Compare
Deliver an enhanced “change experience” advantage for
your legal team via the fastest, most accurate comparison
between two documents, no matter where they are or what
application they’re in.

Why buy Comparison

World-class comparison

Compare Everywhere

Why buy Workshare

Compare directly from Outlook.
Run your comparison directly from Outlook.

Embedded in the systems you use.
The same comparison features inside
Outlook, iManage, NetDocuments, HighQ,
Google G Suite.

Category view – sorted by relevance.
Group changes by what matters most.
Complex tables? No problem.
Changes in Word or PDF tables are accurate
and easy to understand.
Lightning fast redlines.
Faster comparison results than the rest of
the market

Browser app, embedded in systems.
Document comparison wherever you need it.
Zero desktop deployment.
Less congestion on the legal desktop for IT teams.
We mean everywhere.
Run comparisons from different devices or
applications.

We make your life easier, we spot
the changes before you respond to
outside counsel.

We are an established, international
company already used by General
Counsels with global deployments
across all industries.

Why buy now
We save you time, and support you
so you can do your job, let Workshare
keep you safe.

Workshare Compare for Corporate Legal
Streamline the way

Automate manual

Simplify

your team operates.

processes.

workflows.

Document management systems
Contract management systems
Enterprise content management
systems
File sharing systems

Workshare Compare
Workshare is for professionals who spend time creating, editing,

Worshare’s integrations save time

reviewing, or approving valuable content. Workshare Compare

and provides increased security

helps you keep control of your revisions by helping you understand

for users collaborating inside

changes to content in a in a way that’s clear, simple, and contained

and outside the organization by

in the systems already being used. When you work with sensitive

making sure content remains in

and/or regulated content, every Change Matters.

your systems.

Structured Document Content
INPUTS

DOC
DOCX
PDF
RTF
TXT

COMPARE
SERVER
On Premise
(Physical or Virtual Server)
or
Cloud Based Virtual Server
Compare Server
Comparison Engine

Render Sets and
Comparison Options

OUTPUTS

SUPPORTED
DEVICE TYPES

TRACK CHANGES
DOC
DOCX

Tablet

PDF

Phone

RTF

Desktop

TXT

PC Laptop

REDLINE

Browser

XML
JSON

Workshare Compare – Solution Benefits
Best of breed document comparison platform (buy vs. build).

	Embed Workshare to any workflow or third party solution
for a seamless experience.
Improve document change auditability.

	Integrate outputs to existing compliance and audit workflow
and processes.

	Rapid development through extensive, documented open APIs.
	Zero footprint HTML5 interfaces.
	Workshare’s REST APIs calculate significance of changes
between documents, specific to a user.

	Alert user to take action, based on knowledge of materiality
of change.

	Redline output as part of any BPO, CRM, DMS, ECM process.

Workshare Compare

As an engine

Consume Workshare
technology in
4 form factors.

As a server

As a hosted service

As a desktop
application

But what does
each do….

Workshare Offers Flexibility
WORKSHARE COMPARISON TECHNOLOGY
Multiple comparisons, leveraging core Comparison Engine,
allowing track-change review of multiple documents, from
multiple authors against a baseline.

COMPARE ENGINE

COMPARE
SERVER

COMPARE
SERVICE

1-1 Comparison

1-1 Comparison

Cloud-to-cloud, hosted service

1-many Comparison

1-many Comparison

Hosted in Azure

	Deployed as a DLL / NuGet
package
No servers needed

	Embed code directly within
your own application
Highly performant

Interactive, browser based

	ReactJS front end UI –

	Fully scalable, multitenant
service

Patented

Access via Azure API key

.NET server application

No need for Server installation

ReST API Suite
Swagger documentation

	Highly performant and
scalable

	Simply request and API key
and start writing code

COMPARE
DESKTOP

	Compare Word, PDF,
PowerPoint & Excel files on
your desktop

	Integrates with your DMS,
Outlook, and Microsoft
applications

	Review, accept, or reject
changes directly on the
Workshare Comparison
without switching applications

Workshare
compare

Workshare allows you to add high-performance comparison
in any application or server-based solution in your environment.
When you compare documents as part of a structured review,
every change matters.
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